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1. Introduction. 

A. R. Lovaglia is concerned about the locally unif01 1l11y convex Banach 
space connected with differentiabi1ity of the norm, [1]. In his paper 
Lovaglia did not concern himself with the regularity of the Iocally uniformly 

convex Banach space. It Ís wellknown, as shown by Kakutani [2J, that 
the unifoIIuly convex Banach space is regular. The uniformly convex 
Banach space is locally unifomly convex, but the converse theorem is not 

true. So we are concerned about the ploblem of whether the locally 

uniformly convex Banach space is regular or not. If the local1y uniformly 
convex Banach space satisfies the condition (A), it is regular. Obviously 

thÍs space is not unifolmly convex in genera1. 

2. Main theorem. 

Hereafter in this paper let E be a Banach space. The Banach space 
E is uniformly COnvex if, and only if, given s>O, there exists 8(s)>ü, 
such that 

E is locally uniformly convex if, and only if, given s>o and an 

element X with 11 X 11 =1 , there exists 8(s, x)>o and such that 

」날+y 

The condition (A) is that if the countable set {Xn } of points of the 
locally uniformly convex Banach space E satisfies "Xn Xm 11 늘8 for each 

Xn ’ 
Xm belonging to {Xn } , and if for arbirary positive 8 there exists a 

positive 80 (s)츠g.l.b.8(8 ， Xn ) , where 8.(s, xn ) is some positive rea1 
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number satisfying 

IIx’" 11-1. 

We need several known theorems as lemmas. 

LEMMA 1. Let E be a normed Banach space. For each 10 olE 

which is the conjμgate space 01 E , and foγ a given arbitraγy positve 

realnumber 8 there exists an Xo of E satisfying 

f “(xo)) Ilfoll-8 , 11 xQ 11 =1. 

LEMMA 2. (Coroll aγy of Helly’s theorem) Let E be a normed 

lîneaγ space. Xo(f) is an arbitrary bounded linem’ fμnctiona On E. 

For aγbitraγy f"foz , ... ,fn of E and an arbitγay positive real nμmber 

ε there exists an element x of E satisfying f;(x)=XlfJ (i =1 , 2, ... , n), 
Ilx 11 < 11 x 0 11 + 8. 

THEOREM. The locally uniformly convex Banach space satisfying 

the condition (A) is a regular Banach space. 

PROOF. Let E be the locally uniformly Convex Banach space satisfyir!g 

th，~ condition (A) , and X , be an arbitrary bounded linear functiona1 

defined On E. 

If X。르o over Jf, i. e. X o Cf)= 0 for the all f of 효 then t..here is the 

corresponding element 0 of E such that X Cf)= 1(0)=0 for all f ξ 

륭. So 1et us suppose that Xo후 0 , then 11 X o 11 )0. We can suppose 

that 11 X o 11 = 1 without 10ss of generality. By lemma 1, for each 원0， 

where n is a natural number, there exists In be10nging to E such that 

11 fn I! =1 , 

X o (/,,)) 11 X o 11 一웅=1-웅. 

And we have obtained the sequence Un}"= ，， 잉， •••• of bounded linear 

functionals on E. F'or the first n elements /1; 12. …,fn of {f n ’ , and to 

each m (m=1 , 2, ...... ) there are Xm ε E such that flxm)=Xo(/i) , 

11 x… 11 < IIXol1 +강 =1+τ끈 (m=1 , 2, ...... ) 

-. -
、 v 
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Therefore lim 11 x. 1I = 1, becau$e 
r.-∞ 

1-강 <X.(f")= fn(x열 IIf" 1I ’ 11 Xn 11 

= llx” ll <1+ 1 . 
Now {x샤 is a sequence o"f E , and we can show that {xn } is a stronglycorl

vergent seq내ence. If there exists anε > 0 f0r. the infinitely many _pøin.ts of 

E , Xn ，댄짜，… ， Xmf. Xm:!. … (nf<ml<n2<m2< …< n" <!lIh: < …), .. then 

11 Xnk- -Xmk 11 드;:;8 (k=1 , 2 ... ,). Since E is the local1y unifòp;nlyconvex 

there is a 8k=8(8, Xnk)>O such that 

|1 x，μ +Xmk" 

By the condition (A) , there exists a 8。글g.l. b, 8k , but with 8. > O. Hence 

3.nd therefore 

Since 

lI X;'tk + Xmk 11 2, ...... ), 

lim 11 Xnk + Xmk 11 를 2(1 80 )<2. 

fm(xηk)=f11k(Xm ，)=Xo(fn，，) foγ Xm , Xmk (11" < m k) , 

2(1-주) <2Xo(fnk)=fl1,, (Xmk)+fnlXm) 
'" k 

=f11k (x" ，， +Xm ，，)들 IIfnkll.IIXnk+Xm ,,1I = IIxη ，， +Xmk 11 , 

lim 11 x，μ +Xm" 11 늘lim 2(1 -.~ .)=2. 
k_oo k-∞ rt" 

This is in contradiction wi삼1 

단씬 11 Xm + Xmk 11 ;슬E짜 IIXn"+Xm ,, II. 

Then '~Xn} ml내st be a strongly convergent sequence, and there exists an 

element X. of E such that 1셀'~II Xn Xo 11 =0, 11 Xø " =1 , and 

f .. (xJ)=X.(f,) (n=l , 2, ... ). 

‘We can easily verify from the locally uniform CO l1Vεμ.i.ty that X니 is 

uniquely determin~d by the above sequence {j,,}. lf there is another X’" of 
E distinct from XJ which satisfies f ,.(x ’.)=Xo(f") (n=l , 2 , ... ), then 

11 X. 一x’。 11 =듀 0 ， s c> that there is an 8 >0: 11 Xo-X ’ 011 =8, and 11 X. +X’。 11

들2 [1 8(ε ， X.) J < 2 because of the locally uniform convexity. Therefore 
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2(1-응) <2X.(f")=/n(X.+X’ .)~II/ .. II.llx.+x’ .11 = 11 x.+x’ .U <2, 

and 

2=1쩔 2(1-웅〉르 11 x.+x’.11 <2. 

This is a contradiction. 

1t remains to be proved that 1.(x.)=X.(f.) for arbitrary f. ε 률. 

Letf. be an arbitrary linear bounded functional on E. 1. 흩nd the 

sequence {j .. }n= t. 2"" with which we are concerned above make a 
sequence {f!} 생， r. 2, . .. By the same process, we can obtain the sequence 
{x’"} of points, instead of {X,,} in the above case_ {X’" } satisfies 

11 x’"" <1+웅 ， I.(x’n) =X“ ) (i =0, 1, 2, "'; n=퍼 ]

And {x’ .. } converges strongly to x’。， wherellx’o 11 =1, and f;(x ’.)=Xo(f.) 
(i =0, 1, 2, ..• ) By the uniqueness of x. for {f，샤 n=I ， 2，. • •• we conclude 

that x.=x’。. So that 1. (x.)=X.(f.) for arbitrary f. ε E. 
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